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•

As shown by this investor event focussed
on the water sector taking place, the
water sector is undergoing change at an
operating level and at an investment level.

•

At the heart of that change, at the heart
of what is a step change for the water
sector that has already begun, is data.

•

In the UK this change has been
accelerated by the current drought which
has raised the pressure on the water
companies, politicians and regulators alike
to preserve water, optimise networks and
save money.

•

But globally too change is afoot with the
accelerating recognition of water as an
increasingly precious asset.

•

McKinsey has forecast a supply deficit of
40% by 2030, 50% for a third of the
world’s population, a deficit that business
productivity gains “in the ordinary course”
will struggle to get anywhere near closing.

•

In the USA more than $100bn of
investment has been identified as
required in water infrastructure to keep
the system working.

•

Of course, as is always the case, barriers
exist to this change despite those
increasing pressures.

•

Ignoring the role of innovation, of data
deployment all around, utility managers
understandably act from an individual
rather than global or policy perspective.

•

After all, “if it ain’t broke why fix it?” so
why then should they embrace change,
embrace new approaches.

•

From a financial angle, with greater
efficiency,
ffi i
and
d from
f
a policy
li angle,
l with
ith
water saved, the answer is clear but
neither answer is that relevant to the day
to dayy responsibilities
p
of a utilityy manager.
g

•

It is though through proving relevance to
those managers that the data‐led step‐
change
h
i the
in
th water
t sector
t is
i also
l shown
h
to be not a hope but a reality:
– as data‐driven solutions are now
movingg to the core of utilityy
investment plans; and
– as hard numbers showing the
benefits of data‐derived solutions, of
smart water network technologies,
technologies
are now being seen not as aspirations
but as actuals as the sector, utility
and p
product levels.

•

Starting with the sector level numbers, in
it “Big
its
“Bi Data”
D t ” reportt McKinsey
M Ki
estimated
ti t d
that retailers could increase operating
margins by 60% by mining data
comprehensively
p
y and that European
p
Govts
could
make
$100bn
of
administration savings.

•

The reportt also
Th
l highlights
hi hli ht how
h
millions
illi
off
sensors are already deployed around the
world to harvest that data with the
number increasingg byy 30% p
per yyear – with
a significant proportion in the water
sector too.

•

Applying that analysis the value potential
for the water sector at the global level is
clear, quantifiable and realisable.

•

The data potential at the water utility level is equally
clear:
–
by using the data they collect water utilities can
have their direction, their innovation, driven not
by the opinion of the highest paid person in the
room, the “hippo”, but instead by analytics, by
statistical assessments;
–
by using data utilities can benefit:
•
through transparency as some employees
currently spend 20% of their time trying to
find data;
•
through the deployment of technology, like
our TrunkMinder, from automation replacing
human decision making; and
•
through the resulting operating benefits too
for instance by directly relating operations to
variable costs such as energy spend.

•

In the oil sector, as an illustration of what is possible,
using real‐time data to manage oil fields remotely has
led to a 25% reduction in operating and maintenance
waste. Again the potential is clear.

•

Even closer to home, in terms of the need
for change,
g is the following:
g
– 60% of insurance claims for water
utilities relate to water loss; and
– the average utility compensation
payment for major bursts is
approaching £1m per occurrence.

•

Perhaps the hardest of the hard numbers
supporting change is that, in the UK,
OFWAT has made it clear that it will be
placing an increasing focus on real‐time
data:
– a move others are likely to follow;
– a move that
th t places
l
d t att the
data
th heart
h t
of the regulatory process and
consequently at the heart of private
utilities dividend streams.

•

It is in this context of data‐led change in the
water sector that Syrinix’s
y
TrunkMinder units
are being deployed on larger diameter water
pipelines across London with other utilities also
considering installations.

•

Where TrunkMinder is deployed utilities can
receive automated leak detection and location
to within 1 metre – with immediate automated
alerts when a leak is found and in turn the
opportunity to repair those leaks before they
become bursts.

•

Using TrunkMinder, utilities can receive real‐
time information every second of every day,
that they can access real‐time or on an historic
basis and that they can access from anywhere
with an internet connection ‐ bringing real‐time
information to their fingertips and so to the
heart of their decision making.

•

It is in this context of data‐led change in
the water sector that, by deploying
Syrinix’s
y
transformative solutions to
critical trunk mains, utilities can benefit
from a payback period of 2 to 3 years and
that is before account is taken of CapEx
d f
deferral
l savings
i
and
d energy optimisation.
ti i ti

•

It is in this context of data‐led change in
th water
the
t sector
t that
th t Syrinix
S i i is
i progressing
i
discussions for the deployment of
TrunkMinder and its related products
quite literallyy around the gglobe.
q

•

It is in this context of data‐led change in
the water sector that Syrinix is progressing
its growth along three dimensions namely
geographic,
sector
and
product
development.
development

•

From a physical view point and from an
investor viewpoint the water sector is in
the initial stages of a classic S curve which
is gaining traction and gaining speed.
speed

•

For the reasons outlined data will be
integral to that progression and Syrinix’s
offering places it at the forefront of this
advancement.

